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This book is dedicated to
all who are bitten by the

travel bug. (Like me)



Starting with the neighbouring countries on short getaways.
And, in Southeast Asia's case, it is always a beach getaway (I Know right)





Savouring an ice cold beer, listening and watching the waves come and
go. Sit there all day, and watch the sunrise and sunsets.





Travel in different seasons to the same place, just to see the different colors.
Braving the heat for scenery.

SUMMER





Travel in different seasons to the same place, just to see the different colors.

Braving the cold to see the "Winter Wonderland" sceneries, regardless of how
tumultuous the journey might be.

WINTER





Travel in different seasons to the same place, just to see the different colors.
Looking for those red leaves.

AUTUMN





Travel in different seasons to the same place, just to see
the different colors.

SPRING





Go all lengths just to see that peak.





Driving miles and miles along the coastline just to see the ocean.





Going out of the way to get to places people do not go to,
just to get your unique perspective.





Following insects around, just to get that perfect shot of the insects.
(Risking that creature flying straight into your face)





Going where lone trees survive.
Even if I am on my own.





Going where flowers bloom.





Never forgetting beautiful landscapes that you have seen.





Looking up for a different perspective.





Becoming obsessed even with the finest details.





Letting pictures tell their stories.





Chasing the fog.





Chasing and waiting for beautiful reflections.
(Even if you get lost)





Visiting Historical sights, and reexamining them from unusual perspectives.





Embarking on journeys which are deemed dubious,
as long as it takes you to where you want to be.





Not giving privacy to those who should have them.





Taking pictures from tour buses/moving vehicles/ ships, and risk dropping
your camera.





Meeting new people on your journey.





Framing scenery in 101 ways.





Transcending time and space.
(And the very notion of existence)





The world in monochrome.





Broadening your horizons.





Facing and conquering your fears, just so you do not miss
out on the beautiful things in life.





Can't stop, don't want to, and will never stop.





Too many mysteries waiting for me to unfold, so, its time to embark on the
next one.


